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Abstract
In the future robots will interact more and more with humans and will have to communicate in a natural and efficient
way. Automatic speech recognition systems (ASR) will play
an important role in creating natural interactions and making
robots better companions. Humans excel in speech recognition in noisy environments and are able to filter out noise.
Looking to a person’s face is one of the mechanisms that
humans rely on when it comes to filtering speech in such
noisy environments. Having a robot that can look toward a
speaker could benefit ASR performance in challenging environments. To this aims we propose a self-supervised reinforcement learning based framework inspired by the early
development of humans to allow the robot to autonomously
create a dataset that is later used to learn to localize speakers
with a deep learning network.

Introduction
Speech recognition systems often do not match the published benchmark performance of datasets when applied to
robotics platforms (Sünderhauf et al. 2018). This drop in
performance can be explained by the variability and noise
of auditory environments which are difficult to capture in a
representative dataset. Dealing with these noisy and unstructured environments is a challenging and well-known problem in the speech community known as the ”cocktail party
problem” (Haykin and Chen 2005). The human brain excels
at this task and is able to isolate and focus on a speech source
and maintain conversations in these noisy environments. Research has shown that viewing a speaker’s face enhances
speech recognition in noisy environments (Zion Golumbic et
al. 2013). Localizing a target speaker and being able to orient
towards him is, therefore, an important skill that could also
benefit ASR in robotics. In this work, we address this point
following a self-supervised learning framework. We propose
a computational framework that enables the iCub humanoid
robot to learn to localize and recognize speakers using crossmodal input and reinforcement learning. We take inspiration
from the human brain and use phase-locking across the auditory and visual modalities to identify the active speaker.
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We use reinforcement learning to guide the robot to find the
active speaker in the scene which we use to create a dataset
of audio inputs and their spatial location. The reinforcement
learning is used to create a dataset that is later used to train a
deep learning network for speaker localisation. The goal of
our framework is to propose : (i) a mechanism to focus on
an active speaker by learning an optimal motor policy using
visual and auditory signal and (ii) use the ability to locate an
active speaker to develop a faster and more accurate speaker
localisation mechanism working only with an auditory signal.

Background
Localising sound is a crucial skill that helps humans
understand others and the environment (Ebata ). Newborns
are able to orient towards sound source in their first months
of life but their system is limited and slow. Muir and Field
shows that newborns sound localisation is slow and can only
discriminate vague positions. They demonstrate that babies
needs continuous sound exposure with long durations
in order to discriminate between left and right location
(Muir and Field 1979). After few months (5-6) babies are
much faster in discriminating between left and right sound
sources. How does the human sound localisation system
calibrate itself? How do infants know to associate a sound
with a spatial location and perfect their skills?
Experience plays an important role in the calibration of
the sound localisation system. Multi-sensory coordination
and more specifically audio visual matching help infants to
develop their sound localisation system. The pairing of visual stimuli with a certain pattern of sound leads to the calibration of the sensory space (Gori, Sandini, and Burr 2012).
For example, it is well known that babies show preference for human voices over any other sound (Vouloumanos
and Werker 2007) but also for human faces (Farroni et al.
2005). This results in a baby being more attentive to voice
and faces giving a facilitation mechanism to associate the
voice with a face. Exposure to people allow babies thanks to
their attentional mechanism to calibrate their sound localisation system by matching speech with faces. This matching
arises from a temporal matching between lips movements

Figure 1: Attention bayesian map of possible sound location: The red bar indicates the maximum probability for the sound
source location
and speech frequency (Dodd 1979). This particular skill allows the autonomous calibration of their sound localisation
system driven by their own experiences.

Implementation
Our objective is to train a speaker localisation system in a
self-supervised manner inspired by the early development
of humans. Similar to how we gradually improve our ability to localize sounds in the environment we want to replicate this mechanism with the iCub robot. To do so we use
a reinforcement learning (RL) framework to learn the optimal motor policy to focus on an active speaker using visual and auditory signals (face position, speaker vague position). The learned policy allow us to create a suitable dataset
D = (x, Y ) where x are binaural audio inputs and Y is
the egocentric position in the robot reference frame defined
by the two angles: Azimuth and Elevation. The dataset is
then used to learn a faster and more accurate sound localisation model by training a deep neural network. The advantage
is that the data needed to train the sound localisation system
are autonomously created with the RL algorithm. Moreover,
when the trained speaker localisation system achieves good
performances it can bypass the RL framework using only auditory signals to localise the active speaker as it can happen
in humans.

Early sound source localisation - Audio attention
To reproduce the early auditory attentional mechanism
of newborns (Wertheimer 1961) we use a biologically
inspired audio attention system. The localisation is build
by approximating the spectral decomposition of the human basilar membrane with a Gammatone filterbank and
modelling delay-tuned units in the auditory pathway as
banks of narrow-band delay-and-sum beamformers using
the interaural time difference (ITD). The auditory salience
is then used in a Bayesian framework to build a distribution
of probabilities of sound source locations across a map of
azimuthal angles Fig 1 (Hambrook et al. 2017). This system
provides evidence about the instantaneous sound sources in
the auditory scene. The system aimed at reproducing the
early behaviors or babies with a limited resolution in space
and relatively long exposure to perform well.
We use a fuzzy logic membership approach to decompose the auditory scene into five spatial locations (Fig

2) (Zadeh 1975). The estimated sound location a from
the Bayesian attentional module in the robot’s allocentric coordinate frame is mapped to the linguistic variable
T (L) ∈ {f ar lef t, lef t, center, right, f ar right} with a
fuzzy membership µt (a). The final location L is then computed following equation 1.
L = max(µt (a)) ∀µt ∈ T (L)

(1)

Figure 2: Fuzzy membership of T (L) define by the head
angles range.

Identification of an active speaker
Given the vague estimation of a we want to learn the motor
policy π to successfully move the robot’s head toward the
active speaker. To achieve this we want to use a reinforcement learning framework defined by the triplet: (S, A, R).
State S The state S will have features as the combination
of the source speech localisation represented by L, the robot
head position Θ and a bio-inspired face detection system.
The linguistic variable L will be transformed to a one hot
vector V1×N where N is the length of the set T (L). The
face localisation system output will be represented as a
matrix Mw×h ∈ [0, 1] where w and h defined the visual
field of view of the robot and a 1 indicates the presence of
a face and zero no face present. Finally the vector Θ will
represent the state of the robot head defined by two values
(Θ1 , Θ2 ) for the pan and tilt angles. So the state will be
defined as St = {O1 , ..., Ot } where Ot = (Vt , Mt , Θt )
and t defined the time window.

Action A The action A that the robot will have to
learn will be the two degrees of freedom (pan and tilt)
needed to look at the speaker. The set of actions will be
A = {∅, ←, ↑, ↓, →} for doing nothing turning the head
left, upward, downward and right.
Reward R - Phase-locked correlation We propose to use
as a reward function R a combination of two rewards Rf ace
and Rcorr . Rf ace represents if the robot is fixating a face
while Rcorr is a value computed from the correlation of the
speech envelope Espeech with Marea . Marea is defined
as the inter lips area extracted from the face localisation system and a mouth landmarks detection algorithm.
R = Rf ace + Rcorr

Face and mouth area extraction
The iCub robot has two cameras that can stream images
Il , Ir of size 720x570 . We use only the image Il to detect the face and extract the mouth landmarks. We use use
a bio-inspired face detection system (Gonzalez-billandon et
al. 2020) to detect the face. Once a face was detected we extracted the mouth landmarks with the DLIB facial landmark
detector Fig 3. From the mouth landmarks we computed the
mouth area Marea on real time achieving a sampling rate
Msr of 10 points by seconds.

(2)

Following this reward function, the reward signal will be
maximal when facing a face with the matching voice. Rf ace
will constraint the learning to look at faces which enable the
extracting of the mouth area.

Self-supervised learning
In self-supervised learning the training data is automatically
but approximately labeled by finding and exploiting the relations or correlations between inputs. In our case we want
to associate the spatial location Y with the corresponding
audio input x. The idea is to use the interaction between vision and audio to provide the label Y . When the audio attention module identifies a source speech the binaural audio can
be saved, creating evidences x but without an associated label Y . By using the learned motor policy π to focus on the
active speaker we can match the previous evidence x with
the active speaker. A label Y can then be extracted using
the proprioceptive information of the robot head (pan and
tilt). This will result in the automatic creation of a dataset in
an unsupervised way which will be used to train a classical
supervised learning system such as deep learning network.
The advantage of using a model for sound localisation rather
than relying only on the learned policy π is the possibility
to have a faster and more accurate system working with only
one modality.

Methodology
We focus on testing the correlation between the extracted
mouth area and the speech envelope from the robot sensors.
This is the most critical part of our framework as it serve
as a reward signal to guide the robot to focus on the active
speaker and consequently build the dataset autonomously.
We asked 5 participants (3 males, 2 females) with four different languages (see Table I) to read a story in front of the
robot at different distances. Participants read the story for an
average duration of 5 minutes with a range of distance of 50
centimeters to 3 meters from the robot. Then to further test
the validity of this approach to identify the active speaker
we asked two people to speak at turn in front of the robot as
illustrated in Fig 3.

Figure 3: Example of detection of faces with mouth landmarks

Speech envelope
The iCub robot has two microphone that stream a 2-channel
audio signal S at 48Khz. We compute the amplitude envelope by taking the magnitude of the analytic signal S. We
use the Hilbert transform to determine the amplitude envelope on both channels resulting in two envelopes E1 , E2 .
We re-sample the two envelopes to the sampling rate of the
mouth area signal Marea to perform the correlation.

Pearson correlation
Given the two envelopes E1 , E2 and the Marea we compute the Pearson correlation on a time window t. We then
take the r value with the minimum p value from the two
channels.

Results
We run the Pearson correlation with t set at 10 seconds
resulting with a Msr of 100 data points per window.
Participants talked for 2 minutes on average leading to
12 different windows. We perform the correlation on all
the windows and reported the average r values and the
percentage of significant p values (Table I).
We examine the correlation of two people speaking at turn
in front of the robot to highlight the change of correlation
value through time Fig 5.

Figure 4: Pearson correlation for the mouth area function with the matching speech envelope (r = 0.48, p < 1e−5 ) and non
matching speech envelope (r = 0.01, p > 0.05) with a time window of 10 seconds.

Figure 5: Correlation values on 10 windows of 10 seconds
for two speakers, diamond shape represent when p<0.05.
Participants
s0
s1
s2
s3
s4

Languages
French
Italian
Italian
Spanish
English

Mean correlation
0.40 ± 0.14
0.47 ± 0.15
0.40 ± 0.24
0.37 ± 0.17
0.52 ± 0.13

p <0.05
80%
89%
80%
63%
88%

Table 1: Average correlation of mouth area with speech envelope for each subjects for 2 minutes recording

Discussion
In this work we want to take advantage of the embodiment
of the robot to re-propose the optimal strategy used by the
human brain to create a self-supervised learning mechanism
that learns to localise speakers. We presented the different
parts of the framework and tested the critical part of the
Rcorr function that will guide the robot to recognize the
active speaker. Rcorr is defined as the correlation between
the inter-lips area and the speech envelope. Results show
that we can successfully extract both information in realtime from the robots sensors. In one to one interaction with

the robot the correlation values are positive and statistically
significant and correlated only with the true speaker Fig 4.
Furthermore, when tested in a more realistic scenario where
two people speak at turn in front of the robot the correlation
values can be use to discriminate the active speaker Fig 5.
Together these results validate our approach to use mouth
area and speech envelope value as a reward signal to guide
the robot to focus on the active speaker. We focused on testing the most critical part of our framework the Rcorr function as the other parts of our framework are modules that we
have already developed and tested on the robot. After validating that the correlation between the inter-lips area and the
speech envelope can be used to recognize an active speaker
the next step will be to run the reinforcement learning. By
using fuzzy logic to represent the sound source localisation
the state space is constrained, which will facilitate the learning. We will adopt a transfer learning approach where first
we will create a virtual environment to train and then do domain adaptation on live interactions with the robot. We will
also focus on optimizing the mouth area extraction to increase the sampling rate which will allow to reduce the time
window and have a more reactive framework.

Conclusion
We presented a bio-inspired framework to allow the iCub
robot to learn to localise speaker in the environment in an
autonomous way. Our framework aims at reproducing the
multi-modal learning of babies, and more precisely crosssensory calibration. We took inspiration on how babies calibrate their auditory space using vision and motor actions and
apply it to the iCub robot. We proposed a self-supervised
learning approach for the task of speaker localisation using
auditory and visual inputs. Starting with an early localisation system as in babies we used a reinforcement learning
algorithm to solve the multi-sensory integration problem to
recognise an active speaker in the scene. This allow us to
create a dataset of audio, location mapping which can be
use to train a more robust and accurate speaker localisation
system. We gave details of the different parts of our frame-

work and tested the critical part of our solution: the speech
mouth correlation. We demonstrated that we can recognize
in real-time an active speaker using speech-mouth correlation. Future work, will be to implements the other parts of
the framework and test it with the iCub robot on live interactions.
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